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We proudly acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land 
on which we work and live, and pay respect to their Elders past 
and present. We recognise and value the continuing rich culture 
and the contribution of Aboriginal people and communities to 
the Victorian community.

FOUNDING PARTNERS

COMMUNITY AND SUPPORTING PARTNERS
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It gives me great pleasure to congratulate the founding partners and 
affiliated organisations of the ground-breaking Thriving Communities 
Partnership. The formation of this partnership is a huge milestone – 
more than 70 organisations, across government, the community sector 
and corporate Australia, are pulling together to address vulnerability 
and financial hardship in contemporary Australia.

Our common cause is to ensure that every Australian has the right 
to a decent standard of living and access to the essential services  
they need to flourish and thrive. 

Australia has experienced 26 years of consecutive economic growth. 
We stand alone in the world in terms of continued prosperity, but we 
know there is an undercurrent of vulnerability in our community, and 
many people feel their standard of living is at risk. We know that the 
risk is greater for certain groups in our society – and there is a growing 
sense that our right to a ‘fair go’ is being eroded across the board. 

There is also a growing trust deficit among Australians, particularly 
when it comes to how they feel about large organisations. It is my  
hope that the Thriving Communities Partnership will not only help 
rebuild that trust, but ensure it is justified long into the future.

Our task now is to agree a charter of principles that will guide our 
partnership into the future, and to settle on the ideas and innovations 
that will help us to identify and support vulnerable consumers. 

The more diverse a partnership, the greater strength we can glean 
from our collective experience and wisdom. At times, it will mean 
we must work hard to understand and be understood, to find ways 
to achieve benefit for ourselves and our partners, and to maintain 
courage when things are uncertain. However, this is our opportunity 
to build something far more impactful than the sum of its parts.

I am incredibly proud to have been appointed Chief Advocate for 
the partnership, and I look forward to being part of this pioneering 
movement for change.

FOREWORD –  
TIM COSTELLO
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INTRODUCTIONEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Thriving Communities Partnership (TCP) is a cross-sector 
initiative harnessing diverse resources, expertise and perspectives to 
address complex and growing inequality and its impact on business 
and society. We are working to address the need for everyone to have 
a ‘fair go’ and an adequate standard of living for themselves and their 
family. We work on the premise that everybody should have fair access 
to the modern essential services they need to thrive in contemporary 
Australia, including utilities, financial services, telecommunications 
and transport. 

The statistics tell the story − 13% of Australians are living below the 
poverty line, 49% of customers are at risk of financial vulnerability 
and 25.8% of Australian households are estimated to be in mortgage 
stress.

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECTS
Six breakthrough projects were identified at the 2016 Vulnerability 
Roundtable as critical to moving toward our collective purpose.  
They include  
1. Securing commitment for the Thriving Communities Charter.
2. Establishing the Vulnerability Hub.
3. Building an enabling platform for collaboration.
4. Growing awareness and capability.
5. Developing insight for early intervention.
6. Agreeing to implement common policy and practice.

The participatory work conducted at the TCP workshop centred 
around progressing two of these projects – 1.) securing commitment 
for the Thriving Communities Charter and 6.) developing insight for 
early intervention, including a shared set of definitions to underpin 
common policy and process.

THE CHARTER
We agreed to develop a Charter that defines how our collective 
efforts can make a difference for people experiencing vulnerability 
or hardship. The Charter is a set of principles and expectations that 
organisations will commit to when they join as members of the TCP 
from 1 July 2018. 

It was agreed that it should articulate our vision for organisations 
that will be a part of the partnership and outline what we expect of 
each other and how we will hold each other accountable, while being 
flexible enough to incorporate varied industries and sectors – business, 
community and government agencies.

Over the course of the session we conducted brainstorming to consider 
various questions to strengthen our mutual understanding of the 
principles behind the Charter. 

We considered what it would look like if organisations were 
implementing the Charter successfully. Feedback included that there 
would be senior-level commitment and a whole-of-organisation 
approach, that performance would be demonstrable over time, that 
there would be ongoing training and partnerships, that implementation 

would be measurable and would connect to consumer needs. 
We considered what sort of changes we would need to see within 
organisations to enable the Charter to be successfully implemented.

Participants talked about building an enabling culture and capability, 
ensuring leadership and organisational buy-in, accounting for 
complexity in big organisations, allowing for time and resourcing, 
partnering, building and measuring trust and progress, communicating 
a narrative, addressing diversity of customers, ensuring cost benefit 
and return on investment and securing customer privacy. 

We considered what customers, clients and communities would be 
thinking, feeling and saying about the Charter. Participants discussed 
issues like customers feeling valued and supported and finding 
systems safe, accessible and easy to use. Issues like reduced stigma, 
cynicism, transparency; trust and consultation were considered, as 
well as independent mechanisms for complaints and feedback. 

We considered how we could measure if we were being successful, and 
noted that customer insights and feedback, independent research and 
socio-economic data, as well as organisational and partnership-level 
metrics and customer behaviour, would be useful tools to analyse our 
success. 

We took feedback from participants about how likely their 
organisations would be to sign up to the Charter under various 
circumstances. 

Definitions of vulnerability and hardship

Although it is unlikely there will ever be a single definition of 
vulnerability or financial hardship, we must acknowledge that in order 
to build common understanding, policy and practice, and eventually to 
build a ‘one stop, one story’ vulnerability hub, there needs to be some 
common ground. Fundamental to this is building some language that 
all participating organisations can use when defining how to work 
together.

Participants were asked to consider and discuss some proposed 
definitions of 1.) vulnerability and 2.) hardship, then vote in groups on 
how strongly they supported each definition, or propose an alternative. 
The group’s suggestions were synthesised into new alternatives, which 
will require further collective investigation and consensus.

Triggers for identification and referral

Participants identified a long and varied list of potential triggers that 
might suggest a person is in need of immediate support or could 
benefit from it in the future.

Next steps

We invite participants and members to continue the discussion on the 
website and to promote the TCP widely through their networks. 

www.thriving.org.au

WHAT IS THE THRIVING  
COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP?
On 24 August 2017, 120 representatives of more than 70 organisations 
made good on a commitment to contribute their considerable shared 
knowledge and resources to a new partnership, established to support 
consumers experiencing vulnerability. 

The Thriving Communities Partnership (TCP) is based on the premise 
that everybody should have fair access to the modern essential 
services they need to thrive in contemporary Australia, including 
utilities, financial services, telecommunications and transport. 

The initiative is the result of ongoing consultation and collaboration 
between business, government, community organisations and 
academia to tackle inequality and disadvantage in our society, kicked 
off by the Vulnerability Roundtable convened by Yarra Valley Water in 
October 2016. 

WHAT MAKES THE THRIVING 
COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP UNIQUE?
The TCP is a cross-sector initiative breaking new ground in the way 
we’re collectively addressing growing inequality and its impact on 
business and society. We are focusing on addressing the need for 
everyone to have a ‘fair go’ at an adequate standard of living for 
themselves and their family. We know this is good for both business 
and consumers alike.

The philosophy behind working cross-sectorally is that only by 
harnessing diverse resources, expertise and perspectives will we 
be able to tackle the complexity of inequality and vulnerability. One 
company or sector working alone will not create a transformation 
adequate to benefit all those in need. We know that customers 
presenting with issues of vulnerability or hardship to one service 
provider are likely to be experiencing this pressure in many aspects 
of their lives. If we are to ensure adequate and consistent support 
is provided by service organisations to customers experiencing 
vulnerability, we must attack the problem from several angles, by: 

•  strengthening policy and practice within organisations
and across sectors

•  ensuring businesses work with relevant support
services and community organisations

•  enabling greater connection within and across industries
to enable a joined-up approach

•  harnessing the opportunities to build a stronger system
that ensures no one gets left behind.

Our understanding of the essentials of life has moved on from the 
traditional measures of food, water and shelter. We know that to 
experience an adequate standard of living it is necessary to have 
access to a range of essential services to be participating, productive 
and healthy members of our contemporary society and economy.
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PRINCIPLES FOR WORKING
We agreed at the 2016 Vulnerability Roundtable on some principles to 
guide how we would work together. Some of these principles include:

• collaborating across sectors

• building empathy with customers, clients and communities

• embracing diversity of thought and experience
• sharing risk and benefit

• building trust. 

BACKGROUND

I N S I G H T

A W A R E N E S S

T H E  H U B

C O L L A B O R A T I O N
P L A T F O R M

T C P
C H A R T E R

C O M M O N
P R A C T I C E

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECTS 
Emerging from the 2016 Vulnerability Roundtable were six 
Breakthrough Projects identified by participants as critical to moving 
toward our collective purpose. 

PROJECT 1: Secure commitment for the Thriving Communities 
Charter – a Charter of behaviour and values for member organisations 
to commit to that will drive change within organisations, hold us 
accountable and create strong, thriving communities.

PROJECT 2: Establish the Vulnerability Hub – a ‘one stop shop’ 
at the heart of our vision – a website that provides a single point of 
entry for all vulnerability support services, allowing organisations to 
use technology and shared data to support vulnerable people more 
effectively. Over time, we expect that it will help people learn about 
the types of support available and allow them to access it quickly and 
easily.

PROJECT 3: Build an enabling platform for collaboration – at the 
core of the Thriving Communities Partnership is a multi-disciplinary 
team, and a collaborative member portal that enables engagement 
and collective progress towards our shared agenda.

PROJECT 4: Grow awareness and capability – to build capacity 
within our organisations to deal with the growing issue of vulnerability 
in the community. Awareness, within our organisations but also in 
the community, is a key factor in early identification of vulnerability, 
and can make problems easier to deal with for everyone – customers, 
business, community and government.

PROJECT 5: Develop insight for early intervention – we need to be 
more proactive, rather than reactive. We need to understand and tackle 
the systemic issues causing the problem and to identify vulnerable 
individuals before they fall into hardship. This means working together 
to ensure early warning flags are raised before an individual’s situation 
becomes overwhelming. The use of technology and shared data will 
help us, collectively, to support vulnerable people more effectively.

PROJECT 6: Agree and implement common policy and practice 
– to develop a shared set of definitions, policies and processes 
around vulnerability. This is a critical precursor to being able to work 
consistently and support referral pathways across organisations.

The participatory work conducted at the TCP workshop centred 
around progressing two of the Breakthrough Projects:
•  Project 1 – establishing the Thriving Communities Charter
•  Project 6 – developing a shared set of definitions to underpin

common policy and process.

TCP CHARTER
We agreed to develop a document that defines how our collective 
efforts can make a difference for people experiencing vulnerability 
or hardship. The Charter is a set of principles and expectations that 
organisations will commit to when they join as members of the TCP 
from 1 July 2018. 

It should articulate:

•  our vision for organisations that will be a part of the partnership –
while it is an inclusive initiative, we must also differentiate between
those who are making efforts to improve performance, and those
who may be part of the problem

•  what we expect of each other and how we will hold each other
accountable

•  it must be flexible enough to incorporate varied industries and
sectors – business, community and government agencies.

A draft Charter has been developed in consultation with academic 
subject matter experts. It references several existing frameworks, 
including: Consumer Policy Research Centre (CPRC) Building 
Customer Trust Project, the UN Sustainable Development Goals and 
the UN Global Compact principles.

SNAPSHOT OF CURRENT SITUATION
• 13% of Australians are living below the poverty line

• 49% of customers are at risk of financial vulnerability

• 10% are currently reported as being in hardship

• 43% pay bills on credit because they don’t have
the cash flow

• 25.8% of Australian households are estimated to be in
mortgage stress (Digital Finance Analytics, July 2017).

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECTS
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THRIVING COMMUNITIES CHARTER

COMMITMENT
In becoming a signatory to the Thriving Communities Partnership 
Charter, members are expected to commit to the following:

1. demonstrate commitment at the senior management
level to the TCP Charter principles

2. carry out due diligence on the organisation’s intersection with 
vulnerable groups Reflect the Thriving Communities 
Partnership principles in policy and practices to respond
to issues of vulnerability

3. continuously adapt and improve their approaches
to meet changing needs

4. communicate on progress annually and contribute to collective 
measures

5. promote the adoption of the Thriving Communities Partnership 
within their industry and networks, to ensure a systemic 
approach to tackling vulnerability. 

The TCP Charter aligns with and encourages members to align 
with the following standards and codes:

Consumer Policy Research Centre Building Customer Trust Principles
The UN Global Compact – 10 principles
The UN Sustainable Development Goals

2. Create systems, processes and a culture that make it easy
to build trust – invest in ongoing efforts to build organisational
capability by:

• ensuring efficient processes for our customers and clients

• ensuring employees are appropriately trained and supported

• anticipating and responding to changing community and
customer needs

• developing effective, accessible and transparent mechanisms for
addressing the concerns raised by our customers

• demonstrating via publicly available statements and policies that
we understand and respect community and customer needs and
take responsibility for our actions.

3. Seek proactive and early intervention that supports customers
and clients to thrive – invest in research and partnerships to prevent
vulnerability and hardship and build resilience:

• identify actual or potential adverse impacts for our customers,
clients and communities, such as family violence, migration status,
age, education, disability, cultural or linguistic diversity, Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Island background, and others, and understand the
early warning signs of vulnerability

• act on the findings by reaching out to those at risk of short or long-
term vulnerability to make them aware of support options

• offer appropriate assistance when actual or potential difficulties
arise, including through partnerships with community and support
organisations and track the effectiveness of our responses.

4. Participate in intra and cross-sector collaboration to develop
systemic and sustained solutions
• commit to sharing learning, practice, research and resources

to support the widespread adoption of approaches that address
customer vulnerability, within our organisations and within and
across sectors

• leverage collective data and insight to generate new ways
to support at-risk customers, clients and communities

• work within and across sectors (including with potential
competitors) to build common policy, practice, referral pathways
and grievance mechanisms that empower customers and make
it easier for them to access the support and services they need

• track the effectiveness of approaches adopted to achieve the
goals in this statement

• work with governments to clarify businesses’ evolving obligations
to customers and communities with the aim of providing certainty
for business.

The Thriving Communities Partnership (TCP) is a cross-sector 
collaboration ensuring that everybody has fair access to the modern 
essential services they need to thrive in contemporary Australia: 
including utilities, financial services, telecommunications and 
transport. 

Membership of the TCP comes with a commitment to a Charter; to 
contribute to and implement policies, practices and initiatives that 
result in tangible improvement in the lives of people at heightened 
risk of experiencing vulnerability or hardship. The impact of this 
commitment to customer-centred approaches will strengthen social, 
physical and financial wellbeing and resilience, benefiting both 
customers and businesses alike.

THE CHARTER
As responsible organisations, members of the TCP recognise their 
services are essential for people to thrive in contemporary Australia. 
The reduction or loss of access to such services may impact on the 
rights of a person to a standard of living adequate for the health and 
well-being of themselves and their family. 

The Thriving Communities Partnership calls on member organisations 
and their service delivery partners to commit to respecting the rights 
and supporting the resilience of all customers and clients. Particularly 
those experiencing vulnerability through adoption of the following 
principles. 

PRINCIPLES
1. Build trust with customers and clients  - Building relationships 
and consistent fair treatment is a demonstration of an organisation’s 
intention to prioritise customer interests. This includes:

• Treating all customers with dignity, integrity and respect in every
interaction

• Setting customers and clients up for success by:
 – Understanding and meeting customer and client needs through 

connection, partnerships and investment in community wellbeing 
and resilience.

 – Building awareness of rights and options through information, 
materials and services that adapt to the needs of customer 
groups, particularly those experiencing vulnerability.

TCP
CHARTER
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK –  
THRIVING COMMUNITIES CHARTER
Over the course of the session we conducted brainstorming to consider various questions  
to strengthen our mutual understanding of the principles behind the Charter. 

The results of our considerations are grouped into broad themes in the next section,  
in descending order of frequency of mention. 

CONNECTING TO CONSUMER NEEDS

It is important to build understanding of customers first. This means:

•  knowing what is important in people’s lives and keeping
abreast of changing needs

•  taking responsibility for a customer’s circumstances

•  knowing a situation so that staff are responsible when offering
products to a customer

•  being empathetic – normalising vulnerability, not regarding it as
exceptional.

ONGOING TRAINING

Participants thought that training should be rolled out and continuous, 
preferably embedded in all parts of the business, and learnings would 
need to be shared with other partnership members. In particular:

•  systems and processes need to be accessible

•  point-of-sale and frontline staff need to be thoroughly aware of
the concepts involved – particularly how to identify vulnerable
customers and referral pathways

•  the same training would need to be rolled out across partnership
member organisations.

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships are seen as important in delivering the Charter. 
In particular:

•  collaborating on pathways and referrals to community organisations

•  knowing what community organisations can do to help vulnerable
people

•  ensuring that you do not exclude people or organisations

•  working with partner organisations and the community

•  recognising the value of partnerships across all parts of the
business, including the senior level

•  thinking about how you can build partnerships directly

•  sharing learning with the partnership – share what you do well.

MEASURABILITY

Business accountability to the Charter was also considered – how 
can businesses be held accountable? 

•  change needs to be measurable and demonstrable

•  we need data, both qualitative and quantitative

•  management and leadership could listen in to an actual customer
experience

•  we need to measure the real stuff – including trust.

WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE IF 
ORGANISATIONS WERE IMPLEMENTING 
THE CHARTER SUCCESSFULLY?
SENIOR-LEVEL COMMITMENT AND A WHOLE 
OF ORGANISATION APPROACH

One of the most frequently mentioned factors was senior leadership 
buy-in and the need to integrate responses to vulnerability across an 
organisation. Discussion included the following observations:

•  for the Charter to have cut-through, it needs to be implemented 
from the top down

•  all staff – not just frontline and hardship staff – should be consulted 
and involved from the beginning

•  Charter principles should be incorporated into the organisation’s 
culture and strategy

•  addressing vulnerability shouldn’t just sit with the hardship team –it 
will work best if all parts of the business are on board. 

There was a sense that a TCP/vulnerability champion should be 
appointed in the business and at board level, so that momentum 
was not lost.

DEMONSTRATING PERFORMANCE OVER TIME

High on the agenda was proving that the Charter is effective and 
that organisations are accountable to it. Participants mentioned:

•  avoiding ‘tick the box’ acceptance

•  allowing member organisations time to meet the Charter, providing 
levels of maturity

•  walking the talk – ensuring fair access and demonstrating how you 
make that happen, in accordance with the Charter

•  demonstrating practice change and reporting on how you will 
achieve the principles. 

this chaRTEr will define 
How oUr collecTIve effORTS 
can mAke a diFfErenCe foR 
pEoPle experienCing 
vulnerabIlITy or hArdShIp

TCP
CHARTER
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WHAT SORT OF CHANGES WITHIN 
ORGANISATIONS WOULD WE  
NEED TO SEE?
Participants discussed a range of changes that organisations would 
need to adopt in readiness to achieve the Charter.

BUILD AN ENABLING CULTURE AND CAPABILITY

Participants discussed the mindset, leadership, skills and processes 
that were needed to enable an organisation to build consumer trust 
and meet the Charter principles. Key points included:
•  establishing respect and trust for customers

•  changing the attitudes of a whole organisation around vulnerability -
from debt recovery and compliance to recognising hardship
and trusting what customers tell us

•  identifying the issue and then having a process to respond
to it - ensuring existing systems don’t promote vulnerability

•  ensuring support staff talk to vulnerable customers about
options, rather than ‘tricking’ them into deals

•  recruiting the right people for the job then providing ongoing training.

ENSURE LEADERSHIP AND ORGANISATIONAL BUY-IN

Organisational buy-in, starting at the top, is a key factor in overcoming 
the challenges an organisation might face. There is a need to:

•  make sure that employees can relate to the change and
understand why it’s important

•  ensure buy-in at the frontline – for example where off-shore
call centres are used

•  have the support of the board and executive team

•  embed the changes across all levels

•  understand and influence for external drivers such
as the role of government policy

•  promote business integrity over sales.

ACCOUNTING FOR COMPLEXITY IN BIG ORGANISATIONS

The complexity inherent in larger organisations ‘size, scale and silos’ 
was acknowledged, and recognised as a factor in driving change. 
Participants noted:

•  regulatory impediments from state and federal privacy laws 
and their interpretation

•  the need to build consistency in varying approaches across 
different branches of an organisation

•  conflicting business priorities and business needs

•  interconnectivity and/or incompatibility of internal IT systems 
potentially leading to individuals having to repeat their stories 
to different people in the organisation. 

COST BENEFIT AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT

The benefits of addressing vulnerability through the Charter are both 
qualitative and quantitative. There was contention over whether 
a financial business case was needed, or if in fact the evidence of 
supporting customers to get out of crisis and back on their feet was 
enough. During a plenary discussion, several participants spoke of the 
‘obvious’ non-financial benefits of supporting vulnerability. Other points 
included:
•  understanding the commercial impact and business case – cost/

benefit and risk
•  how to make a meaningful impact
•  budget, capacity, cost
•  the ‘down side’.

CUSTOMER PRIVACY

Sharing information between organisations naturally has to be 
considered in light of privacy legislation. Participants discussed 
themes like: 

•  what information might be able to be shared

•  how we collectively navigate privacy concerns to work for mutual
benefit of the customer

•  what to do if customers don’t want their information shared and
take a ‘big brother’ view

•  centralised systems – how they might be prone to hacking.

MEASURING PROGRESS

How do we set measures of success, including leading and 
lagging indicators? Do we need to change the way we assess staff 
performance to accommodate vulnerability? Participants thought that: 

•  incentives for staff are important

•  the duration of a call is not the best measure of performance,
especially for vulnerable customers – performance metrics need to
change

•  we need to measure improvements each year and over the long
term and understand what works (longitudinal survey).

COMMUNICATIONS NARRATIVE

It is important to communicate a consistent message, and understand 
our combined responsibilities. If each organisation is doing their part, 
this contributes to the overall solution for the customer. Participants 
noted the importance of:

•  a consistent narrative for the public

•  social media interactions

•  reaching customers – finding those who are vulnerable

•  communicating that we are there to mutually support the customer.

TIME AND RESOURCING

Organisations both small and large saw that resourcing of the 
capability needed to support customers experiencing vulnerability was 
key. Some insights: 

•  small community organisations and businesses may be under-
resourced and might therefore and have to make a choice about
where they divert their limited funds

•  financing and time commitments are needed to implement change.

PARTNERING

More and better partnering were seen as key changes to support 
success:
•  we need to build connections with one another, so if one organisation

picks up a vulnerable customer, we can point them in right direction
with other organisations

•  partnership could alleviate resourcing issues in smaller
organisations

•  we need to understand the role of all the organisations in
community and business and how they can overcome challenges to
working together

•  more mature organisations need to lead and assist new member
organisations

•  banks need a third party to do this.

BUILDING AND MEASURING TRUST

In keeping with the key theme of the day, there was a greater focus on 
trust:

•  participants considered it as important for businesses to trust
customers as it is for customers to trust business – it’s ‘a two-way
street’

•  part of building trust is matching customer expectations with what
we can do

•  a trust barometer could help measure trust, and allow for data on
social licence to be compared across organisations.

DIVERSITY OF CUSTOMERS

Participants noted that the growing diversity of customers and issues 
meant that there is no one answer for all customers. 

•  sometimes customers are vulnerable to begin with – big companies
often don’t cater for this customer

•  there are broad customer segments and some situations are really
complex – long-term and short-term

•  it’s difficult to categorise customers – how do we obtain the
information?

•  how do we work together on customer issues if they are all so
different?

•  what happens where industry diversity does not match customer
diversity?

IF eACH orGaNiSATIOn Is 
dOInG THeir pARt THiS 
COnTriBUTES tO tHe oveRAll 
SOlUtIOn fOR tHe CUsTOMeR

TCP
CHARTER
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WHAT WOULD CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS 
AND COMMUNITIES BE THINKING,  
FEELING AND SAYING?
Participants were encouraged to imagine what customers, clients and 
communities might experience if organisations were implementing 
the Charter successfully. There was a sense that integrating the 
Charter principles should feel like ‘business as usual’ for consumers. 
Other themes included:

FEELING VALUED AND SUPPORTED

There has to be a break with normal processes – organisations need 
to take individual circumstances into account and be open-minded 
and non-judgemental when someone calls. Customers shouldn’t feel 
diminished as a result of contact with the company – they should feel 
as if they are supported and heard. 

Organisations should:

•  understand the customer’s back story

•  allow the customer to have a break for a moment – to process the
discussion and their feelings

•  treat customers as individuals

•  be positive when speaking to customers about other organisations
to give the customer comfort and support.

SAFE, ACCESSIBLE AND EASY TO USE

Participants suggested that consumers want to feel the systems and 
processes related to TCP were safe, accessible and easy to use. Other 
discussion centred around:

•  creating awareness of programs and what they can expect

•  the need to empower people to self-advocate, and to build
relationships directly between companies and customers

•  privacy, which was raised as a potential customer concern – many
customers don’t want to disclose information. They need to feel that
we’re good to deal with and that it’s safe to share information with
the company

•  companies making it harder for customers – if there were a referral
pathway, customers might feel more supported. If a business can
put a vulnerable customer in contact with other organisations, this is
a great process for them.

INDEPENDENT MECHANISM FOR COMPLAINTS AND FEEDBACK

Participants felt that it was important to:

•  be transparent about what happens when and if you do fail for a
particular customer or group of customers

•  provide grievance mechanisms

•  provide a feedback loop for customers – organisations might not
get it 100% right and that needs to be highlighted – the mechanism
would need to be independent and outside the business. Self-
measurement is often too rosy.

HOW WOULD WE MEASURE IF 
WE ARE BEING SUCCESSFUL?
CUSTOMER INSIGHTS AND FEEDBACK

Customers are the key source of feedback about our success:

•  surveying customers could give us insights

•  customer feedback should be matched to what we are setting out to
achieve

•  customers could be provided with incentives for suggesting further
improvement

•  we need to deliver fairer, more trustworthy products

•  we could touch base with people three to six months later to ask
how valuable the service was

•  we need community organisation insight and feedback.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA

Independent research and data could verify that the picture is 
improving for vulnerable customers. Participants discussed how:

•  reduced poverty is a great sign of national success

•  fewer people on welfare is an indicator

•  data would indicate change in the systemic issues that affect
customers

•  better refined data sets for people on the margins would help

•  we could assess measurable impacts on the vulnerable and those
who need the most support.

ORGANISATIONAL AND PARTNERSHIP-LEVEL METRICS

Within the organisation or at the partnership level, incentives and 
metrics could be used:

•  setting growth targets, which gives you something to celebrate

•  tailored approaches for each industry

•  reporting metrics across an organisation

•  collective measurement – so that customers don’t need to repeat
themselves for each organisation.

CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR

Participants felt that if you could monitor the behaviour of the 
customer, that would help measure success – for example:

•  customers moving toward habitual payment

•  through consent, customers opting in to indicate vulnerability so
other organisations could see this.

REDUCED STIGMA

Participants acknowledged the current stigma often associated with 
vulnerability and noted that implementing the TCP principles may 
reduce the stigma for consumers experiencing vulnerability:

•  there is a reluctance to seek help until it becomes overwhelming
– particularly with banks – ‘if I tell them I’m in trouble will it affect
future lending?’

•  customers are more likely to be reluctant to make contact with a
company if they’re not sure what it will say

•  ‘as a customer, I would be uncomfortable telling my personal stories
to an essential services provider’.

CYNICISM

Participants anticipated that consumers would want to see tangible 
outcomes, to substantiate the commitment. If the Charter is published, 
what would customers think straight away? ‘Yeah right! It’s just a 
Charter – actions speak louder than words.’

TRANSPARENCY, TRUST AND CONSULTATION

Customer perceptions will be influenced by customer engagement 
and consultation:

•  trust is about intentions – if you feel that you’ll get a good
experience, you’re more likely to open up

•  customers will be loyal to those who support them

•  it’s important to build or re-build trust

•  customers would be surprised that we are talking together – there is
an element of surprise about the partnership

•  customers will be happy about the partnership, but we need to think
about how we discuss it with them, and how we facilitate cross-
referral to other member organisations.

OTHER SPECIFIC METRICS

Participants felt that success could be measured by:

•  no disconnections

•  reducing the number of times a person has to contact an
organisation

•  reduced complaints – success could be fewer complaints or a
reduction in complex complaints

•  reduced resourcing, cost savings and increased revenue for business
due to better practices and outcomes

•  goal-setting such as payment plans

•  increased staff engagement and attrition – empowering staff to
solve problems

•  increased engagement between business and customers

•  the “Annual Consumer Index”.

consuMeRs wanT to see 
tanGiBle oUTCOmeS, To 
SubsTAnTIate ThE COmMiTmenT
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:  
HOW LIKELY IS YOUR ORGANISATION 
TO SIGN UP TO THE CHARTER?
Participants were given the opportunity to offer their perspective on 
each of the four principle areas, and the commitment. Feedback was 
collected using the following prompts:

My organisation could sign up because …
My organisation could sign up if …
My organisation could not sign up because …

This feedback provides a gauge of the current support or lack thereof 
to the Charter. Themes emerging from this exercise are captured 
below:

BUILD TRUST WITH CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS

My organisation could sign up because … (24)
 –  there is strong alignment with our existing strategy, 

focus and priorities
 –  we have commitment, we are already doing it

My organisation could sign up if … (10)
 –  we get executive support and a budget
 –  we are able to change our culture
 –  the expectations for ‘fair treatment’ are clearly defined
 –  as a support organisation, we are able to assist members 

to implement effectively
 –  there is allowance for organisations to work towards 

meeting the principle over time

My organisation could not sign up because … (2)
 –  agencies are not transparent on fair costs/charges and recovery 

processes
 –  investment in community and ROI (financial) to be consistent.

PARTICIPATE IN INTRA AND CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATION 
TO DEVELOP SYSTEMIC AND SUSTAINED SOLUTIONS

My organisation could sign up because … (10)
 –  this is consistent with our current approach and partnerships
 –  a collective approach is likely to achieve better outcomes
 –  our collective expertise can contribute to systemic solutions.

My organisation could sign up if … (18)
–  there was openness and transparency across and with sectors, 

including willingness to learn from each other’s mistakes
–  there is a governance framework that means the Charter is 
meaningful and complied with 

–  privacy obligations were clear and concerns were managed 
–  there was senior buy-in
–  there was openness from other (potentially competitive) 

organisations
–  we had the capability and internal processes.

My organisation could not sign up because … (2)
 –  legislation prevents us from sharing data, but we can partner on 

policy, process, referrals.

COMMITMENT

My organisation could sign up because … (14)
–  the Charter aligns closely with our strategy and values 
–  we have genuine interest and senior buy-in to tackling 

vulnerability.

My organisation could sign up if … (14)
 –  it encompasses whole of business practice. It’s no good having 

strong hardship policies if other products and services are 
creating hardship

 –  we are able to secure Board and/or senior level commitment
 –  we are able to access the resources (funds and people) to 

implement
 –  we have access to the right data (to identify target consumers, 

and evidence value). 

My organisation could not sign up because … (6)
 –  policy does not necessarily lead to change in values or ensure 

follow through in practice
 –  we don’t have the buy-in, budget and/or it’s not seen as priority.

CREATE SYSTEMS, PROCESSES AND A CULTURE THAT MAKE IT 
EASY TO BUILD TRUST

My organisation could sign up because … (7)
 –  we are already committed and rolling out training
 –  we do it already, we see the value

My organisation could sign up if … (16)
 –  customers consent to be referred, their privacy is protected 
 –  there was an understanding that this roadmap will be a work in 

progress, not instant change
 –  we could secure adequate resources to build capacity
 –  system and process requirements are defined and could be met
 –  data sharing limitations could be navigated

My organisation could not sign up because … (3)
 –  restrictions of current systems
 –  not clear on ROI (financial) and business impacts
 –  publicly available statements, this is not reasonable. 

SEEK PROACTIVE AND EARLY INTERVENTION THAT SUPPORTS 
CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS TO THRIVE 

My organisation could sign up because … (18)

 –  of the focus on resilience, collaboration and monitoring
 –  we see this as fundamental to changing outcomes for vulnerable 

customers
 –  we are already committed, aligned and investing
 –  of the links to the Code of Banking Practice
 –  a proactive approach is best for the consumer and the economy.

My organisation could sign up if … (11)
 –  we had the ability to identify the right consumers and actual or 

potential adverse impacts
 –  members acknowledged the contribution of marketing and 

product design to causing hardship
 –  other banks signed up
 –   we can build partnerships with community and support 

organisations, and understand what is available
 –  companies accept the information provided by advocates and 

work together to resolve issues.

My organisation could not sign up because … (1)
 –  customers may feel uncomfortable if a company reached out to 

talk about payment difficulties.

TCP
CHARTER
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BUILDING COMMON LANGUAGE 
TO SUPPORT REFERRAL PATHWAYS
Although it is unlikely there will ever be a single definition of 
vulnerability or financial hardship, we must acknowledge that in order 
to build common understanding, policy and practice, and eventually to 
build a ‘one stop, one story’ Vulnerability Hub, there needs to be some 
common ground. Fundamental to this is building some language that 
all participating organisations can use when defining how to  
work together.

The first step in this progressing this was to explore if participants 
could find common ground on two key concepts: vulnerability and 
financial hardship.

The water industry has introduced a conceptual framework to situate 
financial hardship within a broader context of vulnerability. This has 
enabled water companies to develop their own policies and practices 
that are linked by their common understanding and language.

www.thriving.org.au/Issues_and_Insights/hardship/policy-guidelines

DEFINING VULNERABILITY
Participants were asked to consider and discuss some proposed 
definitions of vulnerability, then vote as a table on how strongly they 
supported each definition, or propose an alternative.

The proposed definitions:

1. a customer who is at heightened risk of losing access to
essential services, where a change in their circumstances may
render them unable to achieve an adequate standard of living.
(15%)

2. someone who is at a heightened risk of financial difficulty, where
a change in their circumstances means that they are unable to
meet their financial commitments. (15%)

Over 70% of votes suggested they would prefer an alternative.  
The suggestions have been synthesised to the following alternatives.

Everyone can and does experience vulnerability during their lives. 
The TCP understands vulnerability to be:

a. the risk of financial, physical, mental, social or cultural
difficulties that may impact on a person’s access to modern
essential services and ability to enjoy an adequate standard of
living.

OR

b. someone at risk of financial difficulty and loss of access to
modern essential services, which diminishes their standard of
living and ability to thrive.

Participants will be invited to comment on their preferred definition 
through the TCP member portal and collaboration platform.
www.thriving.org.au

Other feedback included the need to define our collective 
understanding of:

 –  what is meant by an adequate standard of living 
 –  define modern essential services.

DEFINING HARDSHIP
Participants were asked to repeat the same activity, considering 
several potential definitions of financial hardship, including:

3. when a person cannot keep up with debt payments and bills.
(27%)

4. when a customer is willing to pay their bills on time, but is
unable to do so, due to temporary or ongoing lack of financial
resources. (21%)

5. customers who have a clear intention to pay but do not have
the capacity due to low earning capacity, barriers to inclusion
or relevant life events that are typically of an unplanned or
uncontrollable nature. (2%)

Fifty per cent of votes suggested an alternative definition would be 
preferred. The suggestions have been synthesised to the following 
alternatives:

The TCP understands that financial hardship can come about from 
financial, physical, mental, social or cultural barriers or a change in 
circumstances. It is typically recognised as a continuum - it can be 
temporary or ongoing where:

a. A person cannot keep up with debt payments and bills without
forgoing basic necessities

OR

b. A person intends to pay, but is unable to do so, due to temporary
or ongoing barriers or circumstances

OR

c. A person’s circumstances mean they need to make a choice,
which may exclude a basic need.

MANAGING

BUDGETING

AT RISK

HARDSHIP

TCP
CHARTER
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• self-identify or make request for support

•  low income or changes in income

•  challenge to meet cost of everyday 
essentials
(incl. basic social life)

•  over 60 

•  living with disability

•  natural disasters

•  impacted by family violence

•  impacted by economic abuse

• gambling and other addictions

•  health issues/mental health issues

•  redundancy/ unemployment 
•  threatening or angry behaviour

•  appearing not to cope

• early access to superannuation

•  relationship breakdown 

• single parent, young or large family

• can’t pay bill

• recently arrived in Australia

•  change in address/name

• unmet payments or unpaid debt

•  limited savings  

•  increased usage 

• english as second language

•  low financial literacy

•  referral from/to financial counsellor

•  on payment plan

•  small loan requests

•  history of debt recover/bankruptcy

•  renting/time at address

• lacking knowledge of appliances, usage,
essential services generally

•  exhibiting embarrassment or shame

•  exhibiting pride

• criteria reported by banks to APRA on
hardship

• requests to suspend account/service

• death in the family (funeral costs)

•  criminal record

•  set up with Centrepay

•  history of Utility Relief Grants

•  mortgage to income ratio

•  frequency of calls

CONCLUSION  
AND NEXT STEPS

We thank all participants at the TCP workshop for their thoughtful 
contributions to our discussions. There is much to discuss at the 
next stage of our project, and the team looks forward to continuing a 
productive partnership with a shared purpose.

WHERE TO NEXT?

From here, TCP members can look forward to the launch of the full 
member portal, including the collaboration space. This is part of the 
pilot phase and all are encouraged to participate, contribute and offer 
feedback as to how the TCP can create value for future members from 
1 July 2018.

Members are invited to join the member portal and continue the 
conversation we started at the workshop. We’d particularly like to hear 
feedback on the updated Charter and definitions of vulnerability and 
hardship. 

We will also be pulling together a working group to define how 
members will hold each other accountable for delivering on the 
principles and commitment. 

In the meantime, we invite you to follow the TCP on LinkedIn 
and promote it across your networks, and take ownership of the 
partnership by contributing content to the Issues and Insights section.

Visit our members’ discussion forum to share your views on this report.  
Not a member?  Go to www.thriving.org.au and send us an expression 
of interest and we’ll be in touch.

Ciara Sterling: Head of Thriving Communities Partnership
ciara.sterling@yvw.com.au

Matt Balfe: Head of Engagement and Sustainability
matt.balfe@yvw.com.au

CAPTURING THE TRIGGERS FOR  
IDENTIFICATION AND REFERRAL 
Participants identified a long and varied list of potential triggers that might suggest a 
person is in need of immediate support or could benefit from it in the future. This list is by 
no means exhaustive, however provides a starting point for participating organisations to 
discuss how they might align when working together to address vulnerability and hardship. 
Triggers for referral to a support program included:

COMMON
PRACTICE
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